
  

  SEE ANSWERS ON PAGE 26

Whether you live in a chilly northern climate 
or a hot desert land, what you wear is a 

vital part of your daily life. Your clothes help protect 
you from sun, wind, and cold. They may also show 
something about your culture or religion. 

Like diverse clothing, people’s beliefs and ways  
of life vary from place to place. Honoring and  
respecting these differences is important to building 

unity and justice. When people make unfair  
judgments about those who look or dress differently, 
that’s prejudice. If it leads to bullying or other 
unjust treatment, that's discrimination.

We may wear different garments, but we’re  
all human. No matter where we're from or what 
kind of clothing we choose, everyone has the right 
to live in peace. 

Dressing for Diversity

Each of these kids is giving a clue about where they’re from.
Write each kid's number next to the name of their country.

“As the body of man needeth a garment to clothe it, so the body of mankind 
must needs be adorned with the mantle of justice and wisdom.” —Bahá’u’lláh

The plaid pattern, or tartan, of 
my kilt can indicate what region 

or clan I belong to. Bagpipe 
music is popular in my country.

Hola! The design of my 
Mayan huipil tells about my 
village and my beliefs. My 
country borders Mexico.

My island country in the 
South Pacific Ocean has 

tropical weather. We 
wear a comfortable wrap 

called a lava-lava.

In Casablanca, my city in 
North Africa, some Muslim 
women and girls choose  

to wear the hijab, or 
headscarf, for modesty. 

My shirt and pants, called 
kurta and pajama, are made 

of cotton or silk in summer 
and wool or heavy silk in 

winter. I speak Hindi.

Jambo! My dress is made 
from kanga, a large 

rectangular cloth with 
bold designs. Kanga 

often have sayings or 
blessings in Swahili.

Spanish: Hola = Hello
Swahili: Jambo = Hello

A Scotland
B Morocco

C Guatemala
D Samoa

E Tanzania
F India

G U.S.
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A jingle dress can have 
hundreds of jingles and 

can be used for a healing 
dance. My Ojibwe tribe 

lives near Lake Superior.
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